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Eickel out, search for new pres. begins
SGA president announces resignation, Gibson will be interim president until election
lYASHlFfHOPIMft
With the threat of another impeachment' proceeding looming. Brandon Kickol,
Student Government Association president,
will announce his resignation at Tuesday's
SGA meeting, Andy Gibson, vice president
of administrative affairs, will act as president until a special election is held to choose
someone else for the position.
Due to the illegality of the senate's
impeachment proceedings last Tuesday, during which it violated the Virginia Freedom of
Information Act by casting a secret ballot,
the SGA would have been required to hold
a revote. Had procedure been followed correctly, the only opportunity for a laOOfel
would have occurred if more information
had been brought to light regarding the
Eickel case, and a senator who had voted on
the winning side, in this case a vote against
impeachment, motioned for reconsideration.
Matt Beato, chairman of the student
Senate at William and Mary, said that his

school faced the same predicament several
years ago. After holding a secret ballot vote,
the Senate was told that if it did not follow
the law and revote during an open election,
each senator could have faced fines adding
up to $2,500.
In order to elect someone else to office,
the speaker of the senate will create an elections committee to review applications for
possible candidates. Candidates will have a
week to campaign, according to Lee Brooks,
internal affairs co-chair. The entire election
process should take about a month,
"Everyone is supportive of (Eickel] as
a person," Brooks said. "We are ready to
move on."
Eickel said his resignation was in the
best interest of the JMU student body and
the SGA.
"It is my hope that this decision will
allow the SGA to renew its focus in helping
students." he said.
The SGA Executive Council responded
with u official statement, giving its support
to Eickel.
"Brandon is a student who has always

committed to being a public servant for
this university from the day he set foot on
campus," read the statement. "His decision
to resign did not come lightly. We honor his
choice and we know if was made for the good
of the SGA and the student body...We view
Brandon as an extraordinary leader and we
believe he will continue to be the change on
campus without the title as president of the
Student Government Association."
Other senators seemed to agree.
"It was definitely the right thing to do."
Jeff Watson, the senator who first motioned
for impeachment, said. "It shows that a mistake was made and that he's being a leader
by stepping down and showing responsibility on his own. Now hopefully the SGA can
move forward from all this."
Watson added that now that the issue
is resolved, the SGA won't get held up in a
long trial.
Senator Ilk Ghavami agreed, adding that
he thought Eickel's resignation was both
courageous and honorable.
1EKKEI, t
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Student Body President Brandon ticket will officially announce hrs resignation at the
SGA meeting in the Highland, Room ot the Festival Center Tuesday night at 5 p m..
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Long on distance, short on troubles
57% instate I 33% out of state

tfc

1 haven'l picked up anj noticeable distress from out-of-state freshmen. I
could si\ that there is ;i slight benefit for these students in the pace that they
make their transition, ;is their families and parents can't make it to campus

MeaailyorfrequenUy. »

BYMEGH*HPATKICK
corrtiibuling wirier

In state or out of state. Two labek, one assigned to each of the
approximately 3,850 freshmen students at JMU this August.
Ashley Batterton and Carlee Lang, freshman roommates living in
the Village, wen- also hi&h school pals in Charlottesville Katterton
and 1-tng both agree that the decision to live with someone they knew
prior to moving in.
"I didn't want to take the chance of being assigned a crazy roommate, which would have made my freshman year extremely difficult,"
Batterton said.
For Lang, having a roommate that she knew was more important
than her decision to go to school one hour away from her hometown.
"I decided to stay in-state because of Ashley," she said. "I would
have gone to I-ouisiana State University, if she had not been accepted
here, as well."
Batterton and Lang agree the ease of transition has a lot to with
the individual rather than the circumstances of their mow
"I know a few people from out of state," Batterton said. They
had a hard time the first few days being away from home, hut they
are fine now."
Dr. David Onestak, director of JMU's counseling and development center, agreed.
"I haven't picked up any noticeable distress from out-of-state
freshmen," he said. "I couid say that there is 1 slight benefit for
than students in the pace that they make their transition, as their
families and parents can't make it to campus as easily <»r frequent
iy"
Julianne Wiggins, a junior from River Edge, New Jersey, was

-Dr. David Onertak

RALLY AT THE CAPITOL

see STUDf NTS 1

JMU ranks high on financial
aid dissatisfaction survey
BY SHAYNA SIRAHG
staff writer

thousands el fcmnstratofs ctnfregiMd in Woshington, D (., Saturday lo protest the «orin Iraq. The evtnt started ot a peace
M Mtrterma pit ended wHe) lite ortetl of dozens, reminiscent ol antiwar demonstrations during the Vietnam See page 8 for
• lor two YoMf't Ifcomktt a* her eicpeneMO ol the promt
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This year JMU is at the top of one list
that it isn't boasting about.
In the 2008 Best 366 College Rankings
Compiled by the Princeton Review, JMU
was named sixth in overall student disNLtbni iitui with financial aid. This ranking is based on students' assessments of
how happy the> are with their financial
aid package, according to the Princeton
Review Website.
"1 had heard when I first came to JMU
that the> did not give a lot of financial
aid to their students," senior Klizabcth
Moiitgniii. 13 nid. Now, I can see why
students are dissatisfied with the aid they
are given."
The 20 universities on the list span
from New York University to the University
of Oregon to Spetman College in Georgia.
JMU is one of three Virginia schools on the
list, with George Mason University being
ranked fifth and Hampton University
coming in seventh
"The majority of the grant dollars we
award are allocated to us from the federal
and state governments.' Brad Barnett,
Minor associate director of financial aid
and scholarships, said How many students wt in able to provide a graft! award
lo each year depends in large part on the

number of eligible students and our allo«attool from each of the applicable grant
programs."
To know if they are qualified ton
ti11.1tKi.1l aid. students have to fill nut the
Free Application for Federal Student Aid
(FAFSA). Then the Office of Financial AM
and Scholarships reviews each form to
determine if and how much aid a student
will receive.
"We continue making awards to all eligible students as long as funds are available," Barnett said. "We have seen some
increases in these funds over the years,
but more is definitely needed."
Currently, JMUgivesabout $70 million
in financial aid each year to around half ot
the student body, according to Barneti
That leaves over eight thousand students
on their own.
"I have applied for scholarships even
year, but have never been awarded any
of them, which I find disappointing."
Montgomery saul
But things could he looking up for
students in the future.
"We have seen our scholarship endowment increase over the past few years at
JMU, and that has enabled JMU to mud
scholarships to many deserving students.
Barnett said.
tee AID, left S
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CLASSIFIEDS
9How to place a classified: Go to www.lhebreeze.org and click on the
classified link or come into the office weekdays between 8 a.m. and 5
Sin.
Cost: $5.00 for the first 10 words, $3 for each additional 10 words;
boxed classified, $10 per column inch.
• Deadlines: noon Friday for Monday issue, noon Tuesday for Thursday
issue.
• Classifieds must be paid in advance in The Breeze office.
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CV Style
Day Spa & Salon

relaxation awaits you!

Wed-College Band Night - 18+ Shows
Sept. 19th

Carbon Leaf

w/ Guest: Sometime Favorites

Sept. 26th

Annie Tragedy

w/Dreaming of Eden

Oct. 3rd

Rocky Votolato

w/Portugal The Man

Simplified

w/Midnight Train

Barber On Staff
Specializing In Color And Foil

Oct. 10th

Body Waxing
Manicure And Pedicure
Denned Haircur

Massage
Facials

Oct. 17th

Will Huge

wl The Alternative Routes

Every Thursday - Ladies Night w/ DJ Groovematic
dothepub.com

Your career in
<Pu6tic Accounting
is important to us
LOOKING FOR
ACCOUNTING & FINANCE
MAJORS
YOUR CHOICES:

Audit, tax, and business valuation
For-profit and not-for-profit clients
Icchnital and developmental learning
Community service opportunities

Gift Cards Available

YOUR BENEFITS:

True life/work balance
One-on-one partner interaction
Frequent client contact
Challenging and rewarding career

Serving clients in 'Richmondand( hadoUesvdle

KEITER, STEPHENS,
HURST, GARY & SHREAVES
CERTIFIED PUBLIC ACCOUNTANTS

a CONSULTANTS

WWW.KSHGS.COM

VISIT US AT MEET THE FIRMS

540-574 0808

rood Lion Shopping Center
10J7 Ron KrpuHi. Road
Harmor.burn.VA 22801
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Grand theft
Research group releases
sobering report about
freshmen, video games
and studying
BY CHLOE JEAN PARK
assistant ntws tditor

According to a study published by
a research institution, freshmen
whose roommates have a video
game system study an average
of 40 minutes less per day than
freshmen without a system. This reduction in
study time resulted in a 0.241 grade decline on
a 4-point scale.
Assistant professor of sociology Ben Brewer
said the study, by the National Bureau of
Economic Research, was interesting, but not
because of the actual content of what students
are doing.
"It's the structural function that gaming plays
in peoples' lives that produces isolation, adulation.
iHMlMMBCmil from things that they should be
doing like going to class or building human social
roniKTlions," he said.
Freshman Andy
Suddarth's roommate
brought a video game system from home, and
while Suddarth personally does not find it to
be distraction, he agrees with the results of the
study.
"My suitemates are always playing and I see
them missing work," he said.
He has a video game system at home, but
Suddarth is only a casual player, playing one or
two hours n week.
• VIDEO GAMES, MN 4

phtfo ilvffakwi by AMY GWttllCI (onmhuhn, fhwrwho
Fftibmen whose roommate* how a video gome system spend less time studying thon freshmen without a system, repotted the Notional Bureau ol Etooomk Research. This reduction in study time led
to a 0.741 reduction in grade-point overage

Online recruiting service
helps get students on TRAK

(MM* '<• MM HM tMesM
MadesonTRAK is a JMU segment ol Monstf iTMK ihot hes Wen helping students find job* and internships, lo use MadisonTRAK. students must attend on inlofmativc
hour long workshop on compos
BY VICTORIA SHflOR
(ontributkig writer
Madison'I'KAK, an on-campus recruiting segment of
MonsterTRAK that's JMU specific, has been helping students land dream jobs and internships.
TTie service allows students to search and view detailed
job descriptions, sign up for on-campus interviewd .mil
submit resumes to employers, all from the comfort of their
own computers.
"Hundreds of students have found jobs through
Madison*I*RAK." said Jess Schudda, a Graduate Assistant in
#
recruiting services.
Senior Dan Boxer was one of tln-luck\ ones. After deciding on a whim to attend a "Meet the Firms" night at JMU
he became interested in one of four accounting firms, Ernst
& Young. Boxer met one of the partners from the Virginia
division and expressed his interest in interning at the New
York office.
"Somehow my resume landed in the New York office,"

o
at

=>
o
QC

Boxer said.
He was chosen as a pre-seU'd i<> Interview on
MadisonTRAK. After an interview in Sonner Hall he
landed the internship. After the internship. Boxer was
offered a full-time financial services position at Krnst &
Young.
"MadisonTRAK helped get my resume off the ground,"
he said.
Likewise, JMU alumnus Charlie Hatter ('02) said
he wouldn't have gotten a job without the help of
MadisonTRAK and recruiting services. Now a successful sales manager for the home building firm, Fulte
Homes. Hatter said MadisonTRAK was a valuable
resource.
"MadisonTRAK is the first step that everyone rixmld
lake toward finding a job," he said.
Trey Lewis, assistant coordinator tor recruiting Mfl lOM
said the biggest advantage of using MadisonTRAK is that
students have employers directly at their disposal and the
seeMod.sonlRAK.pecjeS

Alumni group rewards
distinguished graduates
"1'VP boon involved for 18 yertn,"
tones saul I p> h.i.k |lo .IMUJ as otlcl!
as 1 can. I guess I jiist can'I stop bleed
More than thirty years ago the ing purple."
Campbell agreed.
Madison College Alumni Association
"She's a strong supporter of the
handed out its first award to recognize
Duke
Club: well, actually anything
outstanding alumni. Today, the JMU
Alumni Association handed out five of JMU." he said. "She had recommenthose awards
dations across all facets of JMU. If
"The Alumni Board started discus- something is purple and gold, Junes ii
Mi ins as the Centennial Celebrations behind it too percent."
Brig. On. Raymond Mason ('78)
began to approach, 'said PaulCampbell.
isMst.int director of major events at the was awarded the 2007 Ronald E. Carrier
Office of Alumni Relations. "We haven't Distinguished Alumni Achievement
been looking at our history as a teach- Award for excellence in his field of
ers' school. This school is grounded in study for at least live years. Masons
was recognized for his military career,
education and not just in the fine teat h
ers we produce. This institution values which has most recently placed him in
command of 37,000 troops in Korea.
teaching over research and we wanted
His next command will begin in Hawaii
an award recognizing that value."
one week before Homecoming.
Lisa Melory is the first
In addition to the three
recipient of the Award
awards recognizing disfor Teaching. The
tinguishi'd alumni, the
Award for Teaching
Alumni Assunatiim
has a lengthier
^r.mts two awards
application
to on-campus perprocess
than
sonnel recognizthe
Roop
ing outstanding
and
Carrier
faculty stall Dr.
Awards. While
Susan E. Kruck
sneeilies of the
w
and Sheila Santee
nomination
process cannot
1
were
awarded
be
discussed.
these.
Santee
works,
Campbell
said
IWtYE tin
as an adriunistiatne
it was Melroy's
Clou cf '91
assistant in the biology
[HTsonal statement
department. She said she
th it made her the top
was
just
doing her job.
choice for the award.
"Other than the fact that I was
other
award
recipients
included Mary G. Jones (91), who was surprised I was honored," she said. "I
awarded the 2007 Inez Graybeal Roop can't MV S|H ,'itn.ilh uli.it I've done to
earn this I don't iust do one thing. This
Distinguished Alumni Service award.
The Roop Award, the Association's department is very large, and whatever
oldest ,iw,ud. honon ■hunnl win nod needs to get done. I make sure it hap-'
in their commitments to their commu- pens."
Award winners will lie recognized.
nities and to JMU.
"I was surprised." Jones said. "I've Homecoming weekend at a breakfast
ben to the award ceremony before; ceremony. The event will bo closed
Ivt s,il in OH the Bond meetings I to the winners, their guests Mid the
Alumni Association Hoard There is also
ne\er rxpectcd to win."
1
Jones said she was hesitant tOMphf a tentative plan to give special recogni
tion during the I lorn.'coming half-time
for the award, but her friends nomishow, according to Campbell.
nated her and encouraged her to try

BY JOHN GU11MARTIN
contributing writer

"Igo back [to
JMU] as often as I
can. I just can't stop

JMU, PBS partner for
online teaching courses

Saferldes now accepting
member applications

Interest In "Green
Building" growing In Valley

Signs of split feelings on
Iran policy in Bush speech

JMU Outreach now offers
online graduate coutsos lot
teachers. This program is part of
a partnership between JMU and
Va.'s Public Bioadtasting Service,
leochertine
Now kindergarten through
12th grade leathers tan take
courses in mathematics, reading,
science, instructional lechnol
and instructional strategies
onln

Sofetides is now accepting
applications. Any JMU student
who is 18 years-old, hos a
2.0 GPA and is in good academic standing con become
0 member.
Students
would
be
expected lo came lo weekly
Wednesday meetings and
drive 3 nighls pet semester
F01 more information, call
540-JMU-tlDf

Mony businesses in the Hornson
burg area have expressed an interest
in going green, hoping lo minimiie
their import on the environment re
ported the Daily Hews Kerord
According lo Ihe DHf, there was
0 strong turnout at the "Design-Build
Seminar" at the Spotswood Country
Club As energy costs increase, bust
ness owners are looking into energy
efficient technology lo reduce wasle
and lower operating costs

WASHINGTON — President
Bush gave a speech Thursday in which
he stressed the need lo contain Iron
as 0 major reason for the continued
American presence in Iraq, according

day, demanding an end la the Iraq
0 symbolic 'die in," reported Ihe

MEXICO CITY — At
least 17 people were killed and
13 injured when a bus carrying tourists crashed in western
Mexico, reported Ihe He* fork

to Jhe Hew fork Times.

Washington Post.

limes.

There continues lo be debate
within the Bush administration regarding how aggressively lo confront Itan,
reported Jhe limes While some want
lo lake a diplomatic approach, others
seek lo isolate ond contain Iron

Thousands march to
Capitol to protest Iraq war
Thousonds

of

protestors

marched near the Copilol Saturwot by sprawling on the ground in

According lo Ihe Post, police
used chemical spray against a
small number of protestors. In
addition, 189 people wete at
tested, including 10 veterans of
Ihe war.

Tourists killed In bus
crash In western Mexico

According lo Ihe limes, the Val
lorta Plus bus was carrying 35 passengers from Puerto Valiarto lo Gua
datajara when it ran off 0 mountain
rood ond landed into 0 ravine near
Campostela.
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VIDEO GAMES: 'Guitar Hero' and other games distract students from studies
VIDEO GAMES, from page 3

"I probably wouldn't have brought a system it
my roommate didn't," Sudduth nild. NOM thai he
knows about the stu.lv. be "ill "piobabl) l>«' more
conscious about getting my studying done before
playing video gun. s
l-'rrshman Jacob Willis doea not have a videogame system in his ditrni loom hut his neighl)ors

an avid players,

"When Tin trying to ttndy, I can hear the

|>eople next dooi (pla\ing video games]," Willis
■aid Mv nekhbon always have (Juitar Hero'
going. It's a distraction because of the volume
beeaaae the) play it so loudly."
However. Willis said that he understands
gamers enthusiasm
"I used to have a system, but I gave it away
bet BUM it was becoming too big a distraction tor
me," Willis said.
Willis said he used to "binge-game." playing six

to eight hours at a time.
The results of the study are "surprising, but not
unreasonable," he said. "1 think a lot of it has to be
the volume."
Brewer questioned the ambiguity and validity
of the study, but he said the reputation of the
NBEK remains respectable.
Tlie NBER is a reputable institution. (IV
authors of the study are] doing what they can do
with the complexities of the real world," Brewer

got parents?

Born to write?
Email us at breezenews.org.

Some say you can't live with 'em;
we say you can't live without 'em.
Let us know why your parents are the best!
Nominate them for the 2007 Parent of the
Year Award. Applications are due
September 21 and are available at
www.freewebs.com/parentoftheyear.

said.
He appreciated the insight the study provided
for professors as well.
"So quiet frankly. I wouldn't presume
to really be able to make any general claim
of what's going on or what's causing [these
distractions)," Brewer said. "These kinds oJ
studies are actually useful, because they get
behind [the student-professor] curtain a little
bit more."

Hi. My name is Tater from Sylvia's Pets, with
sage advice to pet loving JMU students—10%,
that's right-10% Off* at Sylvia's Pets for
Students, Faculty, and Staff. We realize
your pet means a lot to you. So your pet
deserve the best. Of course, while I realize I'm
cute on a leash and know a lot of commands,
if you want human interaction you'll have
to come to Sylvia's Pets and talk with our
knowledgable staff. We carry several lines of
holistic and organic brands of pet food and
more. So > omr

V £».

on by And M

Questions? parentoftheyear@gmail.com

bring u«,r
P

,

along
off

^.

|10% Off

«

Mmki

■ „, students.

.▲ Faculty*
* Staff with
valid ID.

F.MMI

Sylvias
7>eU

Sponsored by Student Ambassadors

226 Univ. Blvd
Harrlsonburg
433-2124
(across from
OutbacMHams)

Mon-Sal 9-8
Sun 12-5
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Take your career
to a higher level.
At Ernst & Young, you'll elevate your skill set working with and
learning from some of the best talent in the industry. And thanks
to our award-winning training programs, you'll have all the resources
you need to give your career a boost. Next stop: the top.
Grow. Succeed.
Visit us at ey.com/us/careers and on our Facebook.com group.
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TO WORK FOR k,
#25 on the list

Audit • Tax • Transaction Advisory Services
© 2007
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Quality In Everything We Do
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EICKEL: Students react to announcement; SGA members look to future
EKKIL, from fronl

Senator Jeff Watson

"I think that it's understandable that he
resigned," he said. "He took the high road for
this one."
While Senator Matt Jones agreed with
Watson and Ghavami in that Eickel's decision
was the best one for the university, he also saw
a downside.
"The only problem I have is that the SGA
doesn't have a chance to redeem itself," he said.
"We need to look towards repairing our image
with students."
Senator Brian Tynan agreed.
"Ultimately I respect the decision," he said.
"But I feel like if the impeachment proceedings
had happened then more facts could have come
out about exactly what happened."
JMU senators are not the only elected officials interested in the outcome of the situation
with Eickel. William and Mary has a lot to say
as well.
Zach Pilchen is happy that the JMU student
ody has had their say in the actions of the
SGA.
"I'm glad that the community at JMU made
a decision," he said. "It waa always Valerie
and my hope that the JMU community would
decide what to do."
He added, "Its always unfortunate in any
government when there are things that may
seem to distract you from the real order of busi

ness which is to serve your constituency. I'm
glad that there seems to be a resolution that has
been reached."
Beato agreed.
"It's definitely the best scenario," he said.
"From a personal perspective I think he's done
the right thing. There's no doubt that this is the
best decision for everyone involved."
Students have also provided positive feedback for the resignation. After planning a
protest on Tuesday's Senate meeting. lignillf
a petition for Eickel's impeachment and creating a Facebook group dedicated to getting him
out of office, they too think Eickel made a good
choice in resigning.
"I think he should (resign)," sophomore
Katie Farwell said, adding that in this case,
"Resigning is noble."
Junior Tiffany Mink, who created the
"Eickel for Impeachment" group on Facebook,
disagreed about his motive.
"Nixon did this with the Watergate resignation to avoid a possible impeachment," she
said. "I feel Eickel is only up for removing
himself so others cannot do it for him."
While Eickel officially resigns on Tuesday,
Watson has already said that he will probably
run for the presidency. He and Ghavami have
discussed running together as co-Presidents.
As of press time, it had not been decided if this
would be allowed by the SGA.

STUDENTS: It's a small world after all MADISONTRAK: Recruiters love Dukes
STUDENTS, from Ir.nt

ready to be independent her
freshman year.
"I feel that being six hours
away never really had an
influence over the ease of my
transition," she said. "I feel
that a person will learn very
quickly whether he or she is a
homebody. If you are not, like
me, after a few days or weeks
in a new place, you are going
to start to feel comfortable."
Wiggins describes her
freshman
experience as

"unique." Twenty of the 24
students living in her dorm,
Magnolia were also from New
Jersey.
"I don't know if it was a
coincidence or not, but I ended
up living with a lot of people
from my home state," she said.
"It was much harder, though,
to learn to deal with living in
a small dorm very far from
everyone else at JMU, than
to be from New Jersey. Our
common background did little
to resolve the awkwardness we

all felt, from living so far away
from the other freshmen."
While Wiggins does not
believe that her out-of-state
status affected her life at JMU,
she does think that it helped
her transition into adulthood
sooner.
"You don't have your parents right there to lean on, to
take you home for a few days if
you get sick," she said. "Going
home requires a lot more planning, it can't really be a spontaneous decision."

AID: Students think more should be done
AID, from front

Some students feel more should be done.
"The levels of financial aid should be adjusted for students paying their own way," senior
Heather Killen said.
For Killen, getting married caused her financial situation to change. While her income was
the same as when she lived with her parents,
she was no longer eligible for financial aid.
This is also the case for many students who
have spent years on campus.

"I have done very well in school and have
been very active on JMU's campus, so it is
disheartening that 1 have not received any
scholarships when I feel I am highly qualified,"
Montgomery said.
But according to Barnett, the issue isn't in
JMU's hands.
"The community can have a big impact on
the funds we have available for awarding," he
said. "As our endowment increases, we will be
able to award more scholarships."

cators."
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employers can connect students with the
He added that employers have noted that
positive reputation JMU has established.
JMU .students tend to not have the sense of
To use MadisonTRAK. students must entitlement that students from other schools
first attend one of the manmight have.
datory hour-long "Making
MadisonTRAK's
the Most of MadisonTRAK"
Recruiting
Services
(t
workshops on campus,
feature (formerly called
which are offered several
On Campus Interviewing)
Employers have
times each week in Sooner
allows students to gain
Hall. The workshop teachinterview experience on
been highly imes students how to regiscampus. They also offer
pressed
with
JMU
ter, create a profile, upload
mock behavioral interview
resumes and gives tips on
to provide feedback for
students overall
what employers look for in
participants.
successful job candidates.
"Mock interviewing is
-TREY LEWIS
Once students are regisan opportunity for students
Jssisioul (wrJilMIM
tered, they can get started
to do a dress-rehearsal in
using the services offered
-99 a real-life setting," Lewis
on the site.
said.
Over
2,300
stuIn addition, Recruiting
dents are currently regisServices offers an Employer
tered on MadisonTRAK. Career services at in Residence program, in which students have
other universities offer similar programs to the opportunity to meet with employers who
MonsterTRAK, but Lewis said JMU's pro- come to JMU. Students can use that time to
gram is "standalone."
,li 1 .1 resume review, a mock interview, or turn
"Employers have been highly impressed the tables and interview the employer to find
with JMU students overall," Lewis said. "The out mnri' information about the company.
reputation of JMU students among employ"The main recruiting method is on-camers is that they are team-oriented, have good pna Interviewing through MadisonTRAK,"
interpersonal skills and are great communi- l.ewis said.

Want to write for The Breeze?
Shoot ns an email at
biwzonows^inail.coni
rrcome by our office in AnthonySooner Hall.

CALLING ALL DUKES!
YOU ARE CORDIALLY INVITED!
TO THE FIRETOP BAR & GRILL GRAND
OPENING CELEBRATION!
MONDAY, SEPTEMBER 17th

JAMES MCHONE JEWELRY
1 iK White Gold 1.08Cts Diamond Ring
Center Diamond 0.55cts.VS2H

Come Try Our SIGNATURE
APPETIZERS, SALADS & WRAPS!

This Week $1,600
Taste Our AUTHENTIC MIDDLE
EASTERN SELECTIONS!

30% OFF food for all
JMU students & Staff
(with proof of JMU ID)

Open EVERYDAY!
11am -2am
Across From Rockfown
1971 Evelyn Byrd Aw.
Harrisonburg, VA 22801

'Ml of our diamonds art graded hv m on stqff GU Diamond GradutOt
Visit us al 75 S Court Saium -Hambv.com

JAMES MCHONE JEWELRY
Will giveaway $100 CASH
to one lucky person
wearing a James McHone Jewelry T-shirt
Thursday September 20th 4:00 p.m.
Inside UREC
Need a 1 MM I shin W»it u* at 7$ (nun Square
Downtown neii to Bank, of Amenta
(.link u% oui at menoncicwelry.cf
and join ut on <■■■ rh.mtnom for even more giveaways

For all you new JMU students... YES THIS IS FOR REAL
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JMU CONVO CENTER
OCT 3rd @ 8pm

Grab your tickets at WARREN HALL BOX OFFICE or
now ONLINE at http://upb.jmu.edu
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Glass Half Full | IUCICOX, *■■■»

Now what?
We have to wonder what SGA
can do to salvage its esteem
In response lo staggering student sentiment, Brandon Eickel announced his resignation that will become
effective on Tuesday at the Student Government Association meeting.
For the first time since the scandal erupted, the
situation is being handled properly. While the SGA did
not take the appropriate action and punish Eickel to the
fullest extent, he evaluated student opinion and made
the right choice, something the SGA seemed incapable
of. His removal from office is the first step in repairing
the damage done to JMU and the SGA s image within
and outside of the JMU community.
JMU must ask how the SGA will mend the bridges
burned by Eickel's irresponsible actions. The SGA must
also redeem its reputation and credibility for its series of
protocol breeches and illegal actions during last weeks'
meeting.
The SGA has seemed to show almost no regard for
student opinion, going so far as to cut off students who
wished to speak at last week's meeting. We hope that
the past two weeks have served as a reminder to the

u
Eickel's resignation is a rare
instance in which student support was so strona it effected
almost immediate mange.

95
SGA that students should not be ignored, and that it will
be held accountable for its actions by those who elected
them.
Students should be encouraged to attend Tuesday
night's meeting. If there was ever a time for students to
voice their opinion about the future of their SGA. this is
it
The blame for the student-Senator disconnect lies
at least in part with students. Rarely do non-Senators
bother to attend the SGA's weekly meetings. How can
we expect to hold our governing body accountable when
no one is there lo do so?
Eickel's resignation is a rare instance in which student support was so strong it effected almost immediate
change. But it can't stop there.
The upcoming presidential elections are incredibly
important. Eickel ran virtually unopposed in last year's
presidential election. This should not happen again.
This time, there is an opportunity for real dialogue
between students and the SGA. Students must use this
election to push for a leader who will not coast into the
office of President.
Ask tough questions. Set high standards. How does
the SGA plan on gaining back student trust after this
plagiarism mess? Students need to send a clear message: we will not tolerate an ineffective SGA.
What's that slogan plastered all over the JMU Web
site? Be the change. Or at least be part of the change
that needs to happen within the SGA.

-

Want tiO know if
others share your views?
Submit your pnarihV> j>oll
questions to Anna Young at
breezeopinion®gmail.< om.
Your question could appear
on The Breeze's Website,
www.thebreeze .org!
Finally, your voice can
bo hoard in more ways.

Lessons learned
are off the wall
Rock climbing at UREC offers more than just a workout
As ridiculous as climbing rocks sounds, rock climbing is a knee-shaking, challenging and addictive adrenaline rush. For those of you who have
had the opportunity to repress your dread of dangling from the end of a
thin purple rope and surmount the 33 foot wall at UREC, you know how
good it feels when you finally reach that teeny tiny top anchor that has
been sustaining your entire body weight for several minutes.
Relief, pride, an inkling of nausea — who knew so much satisfaction
could come from scrambling up a bunch of knobby holds. More than
just a full-body workout, rock climbing, whether just to see if you can
survive the wall at UREC or in planning an expedition to K2, teaches
innumerable lessons about trust, human weaknesses and all that "innerstrength" stuff Dr. Phil can't shut up about.
After sitting in the UREC atrium for half an hour staring at some
smelly guy swinging effortlessly up the wall, you decide to conquer your
fear, make your fourth trip to the bathroom and (ill out the "well, I guess
this is how I'm going to die" waiver. It takes a lot of trust to put your life
in the hands of another person, let alone someone you've never met.
While this may not seem like a big deal to some, it's astounding how
reluctant people are to fully depend on another person.
A climber must quickly learn to trust his or her fellow climbers, a
few metal pieces of equipment and a giant slab of rock. If you didn't
know already, your anchored belay, while standing on the ground, is
quietly humming Cindy Lauper's lyrics "If you fall I will catch you, I'll be
waiting, time after time." We should have this trust all the lime, not only
when we're between a rock and thin air.
Yeah, rocks are tough. Climbing is more taxing than it looks. Once
your terror of heights is conquered, you still have to find a decent place
on the wall to sustain your shaking limbs. Only when you're high above
the ground, faced with a dilemma between a hold the size of a gherkin
or one the size of a tea candle, do you realize what a humbling experience climbing is. What chipped and dangerously smooth crevice will you
choose next?
Climbing forces you to think positively and practice problem-solving
skills. Encouragement is crucial. Smart feet and an even quicker mind
are just as important as the rope to which you're tied. It's unfortunate
that so many people are negative and discouraging about many aspects
of life. People are in such a rush to "get to the top" instead of enjoying
the climb. Who cares if you didn't make it on your first try? Be proud of
yourself. You can always try again, and again, and again.
I like to picture climbing as a bushy, white-haired, pensive and wise

old man. He could be like Santa Claus, without the big belly hut Mill ear
rying a giant bag of presents.
There are a lot of life lessons to be learned and delightful metaphorical gifts to be gained. You become stronger person, not just your
forearm-, but your mind as well. Patience, trust and optimism are other
elements that can be taken from the wall. Oh little grasshoppers, what a
strong rock of confidence you shall become!
If you wanl to climb well and learn to do other things in life just as well,
stop thinking about how awkward those harnesses look, and just climb.
Tract Cox is a junior English major.

Through the Looking Glass | SAMHDEUA, *»»..»,.

Apple gadgets aren't as great as they seem
Easily breakable, overpriced technology may turn out to be more trouble than cutting edge
Rule number one when owning an iPod,
iPod Nano, or iPhone: do not get emotionally
attached to it. No matter how convenient it
may seem, fashionable those white ear buds
look (although they never seem to fit properly
in my ears), or how light and small they are,
do not be misled.
The distracting colors that Apple manufactures, from hot pink to blinding lime
green, may send your mind off into a daze,
unable to realize that your iPod is flashing
on and off — not actually playing music.
A common trend with Apple technology is
that a significant number of devices eventually break for no apparent reason, leaving
us music-lovin' kids without music. The
moment you forget what the letters C and
D used to mean to you, what an 8-track was
or that stereos still come with radios, is that
terrifying moment when your Apple gadget
blinks uncontrollably or becomes a small,
lifeless rectangle.
It's also important to remember that after
the initial rush of purchasers got their hands
on an Apple device, the price of the said item
drops dramatically, as was the case with the
most recent gadget from Apple: the iPhone.
The love child of an iPod and phone, the
iPhone is a phenomenal piece of technology
has an original price of $699.
The device promised to make everyone's
lives more organized, and to perhaps end

world hunger. Stars rushed out to buy it. and
us common folk in turn camped outside of
stores everywhere in the country lo have our
own little sliding rectangle of joy.
Within just a few months of releasing
the life-improving gadget, the price has been
cut to $499. Those who first rushed to buy

(.(.

With the shady reliability Apple
supplies, it's a wonder why the
masses are rushing out to purchase
Apple's latest creation.
99
the geometrical wonder are experiencing
two things: bruises from kicking tliems.hr.
very hard, and an extremely hitter sentiment
toward the letter 1.
The recent cut in price is the result of
many different speculations. The most predominant one is from Technology News blogger Micheal Kanellos, who stated that large
margins between the two different prices of
the various iPhoncs (one phone h.is four gi-

Submit Darts & Pats online at thebreez*.orft_or e-mail submissions to
breezedpCfiotnuil.com. Darts b Pals are
submitted anonymously and arc printed on a
space-available basis.
Submis~um~
are based

gabytes of memory, the other eight gig.iln tea I
are inevitable.
Others speculate that the iPhones are
simply not selling as much as they h.iw in
past and that the price cut was made in an effort to rid Apple of an iPhone surplus. Hither
explanation does little to ease the annovaucc
of those diehard, pioneering iPhone tans who
couldn't contain themselves when given the
opportunity to wait in sccminglv endless lines
to get their hands on the gadget.
Perhaps it seems like a great idea to store
all of life's eggs (music, movies, picturaa, phone
numbers, addresses) in one's basket (IPhone).
However, with the shady reliability Apple supplies, it's a wonder why the mMM .it. ;u.hing
out to purchase Apple's latest creation.
Although it may seem like the logical thing
to put trust in the company we purchase items
from, Apple does little to help its cn.li.nier.
especially when something goes wrong.
I or example. iTunes does not guarantee I
customer's money or music back if something
happens to their iTunes account or if music •
mysteriously vanishes from ,i piece of Apple C
technology.
Furthermore, shnuldn t we be a little
weary to trust and believe.i compan) thai
doesn't even have the self respect to capitalize
the first letter of its name?
Sarah tlelia is a junior l-'nglish and art
history major.

A"your-convereation-is-not-that-important"clarttothegirl
who refused to get off of her cell phone while ordering food at
tirille Works.
From a Dining Sendees employee who doesn't think it's cute
or trendy to talk on your phone while we're tn/imi to help you.
A"hnally-a-girl-knows-her-way-around-tlie-»eight-r.Miin pal
to the brunette at I'RF.C who apparently likes to work with more
than li. poundl
From a junior who was impressed to see such a little person
moving such hciwii objtoU

Editorial Policies
Responses to all opinions published in The
Breeze are welcomed and encouraged.
Letters should be no longer than 250 words,
must include a name, academic year, major
and phone number for verification and can
be e-mailed to breezeopiniontfi>gmail.com
or mailed to MSC 6805 Gt, Anthony-Seeger
Hall, Harrisonburg, VA 22807. The Breeze
reserves the right to edit all submission for
length and grammatical style.
The house editorial reflects ihe opinion of the editorial
board as a whole, and is mil necessarily the opinion of
any imliytdital staff member o/The Breeze
I .lit..11 ii Board:

Mary Frances Czarsty. editor in chief
Evan Dyson, managing editor
Anna Young, opinion editor

The opinions in lhi.\ \eetion do not neeewunts
reflett the opinion of the newspaper, this staff or
James Madison University.

An "1-so-didii't-nccd-to-scc-thal" dart to the couple who wen
vigorously and dninkly kissing on a street cornel Saturday night.
I • in a student who had a long drive last night and wanted
ID make il off the interstate exit without witnessing the flagrant

mahout Marion.
A "you-prolected-my-sanity" pat to my thoughtful roommate who
banned me from using my computer Friday.
From an overcommitted senior who thanks you for reminding her
that the world will continue to turn if she takes more than 12 hours to
reply to an e-mail.

A "thanks-for-stoppingto-help-a-stranger" pat to Ihe student
with medical experience who helped me after I got hit In .1cat .111
Uiill Street.
From a junior girl who luoj glad to now someone there who
knew what he was doing to rescue her.

A "we-hardly-knew-you" pat to Luigi's Pizza, whose great food and
atmosphere will be greatly missed on South High Street.
From a deeply disappointed student who lived so close to your
fine establishment and loved your delicious Italian food.

A "save-the-lrees" dart to whoever prints on just one side ol the
pnpil throughout campus.
From u dissatisfied junior who thinks we should !*• a marc
em-ironmentally conscious university.

A "way-to-step-it-up" pat to Pete Johnson for having the courage
to propose to his girlfriend between the third and fourth quarters of
Saturday's football game.
From a friend who hopes that you truly find happiness and that
everything will work out for the best.

A "thanks-for-lhe-smiles" pat to the group of people posing mi
the Wilson steps pretending to get their picture taken even time
someone walked by.
From a senior who found it hilarious to watch people Mop
in their tracks and apologize for ruining the imaginary photo.
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SGA senator ashamed of Eicktl

I have never been more embarrassed
lo be a member of the SGA than I was last
Tuesday. I feel the student body was not
well served by its representatives in the dectataM it nude regarding the student bodypresident. We censured Brandon Kickel
■fid he admitted to plagiarizing a large
part of his platform last spring. We stated
in no uncertain terms that we felt this was a
reprehensible act.
Yet when it came time for us to back up
that opinion we failed a vote calling for real
action. In doing so we have forfeited our
right to hold ourselves to those most basic
standards put forth in our JMU Honor
Code. We stood up and said the university
"Plagiarism is wrong, but if you say you're
sorry, then all will be forgiven." Compromising standards to do what is easy is a
slippery slope. How low are we willing to
set the bar? What does one now have to do
to be considered for impeachment? I would
encourage any students who are unhappy
with this inaction to contact their representatives in the senate — a full list can be
found on the SGA Web site. Ask them to
explain to you how and why they voted the
way they did. Ultimately it is the student
body who elected us. and it is to them that
we are ultimately held accountable.
James Reddish
senior, sports management
Ekktl dew«i some support

I was in SGA for three years and during
that time. I worked closely with Brandon
Eickel. Though his actions I agree were wrong,
Kickel was one of the most active and passionate leaders on behalf of the student body
if JMU that 1 saw in four years. Is this outcry
because Eickel stole good ideas from someone else? Yes. Kickel should have given credit
where credit was due, but all this controversy
surrounding this says something about JMU
that most people don't understand. Where
were the calls for the impeachment of the Student Representative to the Board of Visitors
(SRBOV) last year when the announced response to the loss of 10 athletic teams became
nothing more than a press junket?
I know the sports teams rallied together
and the SGA joined in with them but most
of the student body remained apathetic
and unorganized throughout the process
especially with the leadership of last year's
SRBOV. Kickel was the person who went
to Washington, D.C. to the Department of
Kducation to try and save our sports. Kickel
is the person who has participated in almost
every service-oriented organization at JMU
to help the student body in whatever WHY
80 all these calls for impeachment
<>nl> My thai JMU isn't capable of only being reactive, with a short-term memory as
well. Brandon Eickel has been an outstanding leader for JMU and I say this movement
is shameful.
David Lawrence Allen
alum '07

Wanted: JMU antiwar activists
Student participation in political initiatives have slacked, this university is no exception
I didn't spend this
1 realize that many do not even share the same political stance. However,
NMknd i.itthing rays
I'm sure a lot of students who are against the Iraq war hid behind feeble exun the quad, or studycuses
to not attend the protest, or just simply did not know about it. I urge
ing diligcntK in my
campus
political groups, like the JMU College Democrats, to nuke an extra
room like many JMC
effort to inform students about political initiatives they might be interested
students did. Instead. I
in. Informing students of events like protests and facilitating communication
took a trip to Washingand transportation are needed. My aspirations to motivate JMU by posting
ton, D.C to join thouevent* and bulletins on a couple of social networking Web sites were relasands of protesters in
tively ineffective when considering the scope of the student community.
the third mass antiwar
My personal experience with the lack of initiative not only from a sigmarch I have attended.
nificant number of JMU students, but those I encountered around D.C. this
The tree-hugging hippie
past weekend is not indicative of the American majority that are apparently
somewhere insl<le BM
opposed to the Iraq war. In an Ipsos Public Affairs poll, released by the Asagrees I couldn't think
sociated
Press last week, 65 percent of American adults disapprove of how
of a better way to spend
the Bush administration is handling the situation in Iraq.
a Saturday.
I am extremely grate■■HH
At the rally precedful for the number of
ing the march, protestpeople
who expressed
ers listened to several
their antiwar views at the
speakers soliciting their
*v\
protest, and though I may
peace-provoking ideas
be asking for too much, I
to President Bush. Conwould like to see JMU
gress, soldiers in Iraq
more clearly represented
and anyone else in\ olved
in that overwhelming
in the war.
majority.
Those present were
During the Vietnam
there to oppose a plethoWar, student activism
ra of policies put in place
was
astounding. Studentby Bush's administration and top U.S. military officials.
led organizations formed
From bashing the detention centers at Guantanamo Bav to
during the 1960s and '70s,
supporting U.S. troops lo demanding impeachment of Bush,
such as Students for a
men one voiced their antiwar beliefs while marching united
Democratic Society, origiunder a banner of common consensus.
nating in Michigan and
An estimated 100,000 protesters marched from the
the Free Speech MoveWhite Mouse to the Capitol to voice their exasperation and
ment, founded by sturesentment about the Iraq war Answer Coalition's permit
dents at the University of
I
for the protest projected a turnout of only 10,000. Clearly,
California, Berkeley. These
the word is getting out about how people can effectively
groups joined thousands
vent their opinion among others who share similar views,
of people in the nation's
but students at JMU are not taking advantage of this.
capital andthroughout the
I asked just about everyone I know at JMU if they
country
during the Vietwanted to come with me to D.C. this weekend. Less than
nam War era to oppose
10 people positively responded, and come early Saturday
the United States' actions
morning, I was driving to D.C. solo. I don't know how
in Vietnam.
many JMU students marched this weekend, but if you
Participation by stujoined the thousands of protesters, I applaud your activdents during this time not
ism. I only wish that more JMU students would be eneronly encouraged change
getic in their beliets
on a national level, but on
On my way home, several people approached me in
a hyper-local level as well,
the Metro stations and asked me how the protest went.
improving politics and polAfter telling them how great the experience was, I asked
icies around universities.
everyone why they didn't march I got muddled answers,
This weekend the
some saying (hey were busy, and some just couldn't make
only aspect of the anit from their D.C. homes to Pennsylvania Avenue.
tiwar protest that was
I did receive numerous thumbs-ups and even a
reminiscent of the Viethushed "way to go." but not from anyone holding a pronam era was the fact that
test placard. It's as if some people, even though they may
UMirOUHGAaninphmiiifilw nearly 200 people were
be against the Iraq war, are too embarrassed or too shy to
. _
arrested during a "die
show their support for antiwar initiatives. I proudly carried my "Pay for your in" demonstration for disorderly conduct and overstepping boundaries at the
war with your taxes" sign in the march, and held it high above my head in front Capitol established by District police. Instead of seeing the words "arrests"
of more than a thousand counterprotesters who lined some of the streets. I am and "riot" in headlines following mass marches in D.C, I would like to see
not ashamed to voice my opinion, even when my views are confronted with hard-hitting, peaceful opposition at future protests, and I would love to march
intense opposition.
shoulder to shoulder with some of my fellow Dukes.
I recognize that a lot of people are adamant about protesting the war, and
Annu Young is a sophomort SMAD and sociology major.
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Welcome back JMU!
You've tanned with the rest
now come tan with the best

BHYSIDE

COME BREAK OUR BAILS!
&

Wednesdays

OPEN MIC
IIPodTabte!

\.Vh«i( s 011 voin mind

ladfesWay Pool FREE OuysV2off(wittiCollegelD!)
Competitive Pricing with the area's cleanest salon and most friendly service

24i Neff Avenue

www.tanntnatruth.com

S40 4?H»2(>7

NOGMJ

Off 33, just past Golden Corral
540-434-9888
gokkrownpool.com

JlRMH
Rockingham Memorial Hospital
If you arc looking for a workplace where you play an essential role on a talented team,
where your skills and gifts are valued look no further than RMH. We are currently seeking
highly motivated individuals to fill the following positions.
PHARMACY TF.CHNICIAN II
Full-time and Part-lime Positions
Provide support to hospital pharmacists in dispensing of medicalions and IV preparations.
Hours: Part-Time position is evenings and weekends. 20 hours per week. Full-Time Position is
rotating first and second shift and weekends
Qualifications: High school diploma or equivalent. Experience in hospital setting and experience
in sterile product preparation preferred. Pharmacy Technician Stale certification or the ability lo
acquire within six months.
CLINICAL PHARMACIST ASSISTANT
Full-lime Position
Assists pharmacists in obtaining medication histories, including patient interviews and telephone
inquires of other providers.
Hours: Full-time from 1pm to 9pm with flexibility required and every other weekend.
Qualifications: High school diploma or equivalent. Pharmacy Technician State certification
required. LPN or PCTB certification required.
APPLY
To view and apply for open positions visit our website at www.RMHOnline.com.

Questions call I-8OO-543-220I
BOE
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Buy and Sell in The Breeze Classifieds
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Take a walk on the
Luray Zoo acts as rescue facility for exotic animals
well. They house several bint spei ies
from a huge Condor to Kookaburra's
and doves. A few primates |win|
through the trees as well. Oilier notable inhabitants are a bobcat, Bengal tiger and a family oi wallabies.
In total, the zoo is home to ova 200
species.

BY WIU FAWIEY
contributing writer
At first, the Luray Zoo seems just
like any other tourist destination on a
family vacation However, a closer look
will reveal the zoo is more than meets
the eye.
Tile zoo is a rescue zoo — not just
ID exhibition - which cares for abandoned and exotic animals.
The entrance is framed hv giant alligator jaws thai visitors walk
through to see the animals TMl
Ii quite fitting as one of the zoo's

Not onl> dues usitmg llie Luray
Zoo provide visitors with a chance to
see a variety of endangered and exotic
animals, but it also helps feed the .mi
mats as well.
Admission to the zoo Is $10 per person and all of tin i
towards
the care ot the animals line
adult admission Ucds a tiger

primary exhibits is comprised of an extensive collection of reptiles from
around the world. The zoo
boasts the largest COllen>
tion of venomous snakes
on the Hast coast. Amid
the green tree frogs and
alligator snapping turtle,
King Cobras and Hl.uk
Mambas slither around
in their aquariums on ev-

ISSKA UGtfT/(iiirt«i| nWnennnn
located o short drive from Hoirhonburg. the luroy Zoe och as o rescue lotilrty thai provides shelter, tore and food for over ?S0 different species
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Experimental theatre takes on 'Merchant of Venice'
Venice"' are hilariousiv ai.smd.

BY MEGAN WILLIAMS
ill ed Mi
The first experimental theatre production of the season is "The Merchant
of Venice," and will be performed this
week at Theatre II.
"The Merchant of Venice'' is the
story of a Christian merehanl named
Antonio and a Jewish merchant named
Shylock. Antonio and his friend liassanio find themselves in .1 financial bind
and approach Shylock for .1 loan Shj
lock, who holds a long-standing grudge
against Antonio for his constant berating of Shylock and other Jews, agrees
and makes a pact with Antonio stipulating that if Antonio cannot rape)
Shylock. he will owe him a pound of
flesh. Add to this women disguised as
men and lovers who are seeking proposals, the events in "The Merchant of

After a monthlong preparation the
icto:s
are
feeling
confident.
We've
had
few bumps here and

_•
.
■
Ihe Merchant
Venire
*en118
Beginning Sept. 1/

nT
0F

I p in
Theatre II

there.' said sophomore Brandon Shock ney, who plays
cira/ino. "But we've pushed past that
and everyone has put a lot of effort into
the play,
All Theatre II productions are student produced, directed and performed.
'The Merchant ol Venire will be pet
toiiued Sept L7-2O at 8 p.m.. with a
midnight showing on Saturday Sept.
22. Tickets are S3 and can be purchased
two hours before the show at the door.
Theatre II is located on South Mam M
beside Kinko's.

BY MEGAN WILLIAMS

h

"One Hundred Years ot Broadway." directed In Neil
Berg, takes the best of cla.ssii Broadwav inusii
combines it Into one performance 11M ihow bai been
performed over no times throughout the U.S. and is
scheduled for over 120 more slums,
including Wilson Hall on Sept IQ,
\s p.irt of the Encore Serlea ot M IS
terpicce Season, Neil Beig's latest show.
Wednesday
100 Years ot Bmadway will be performed
at JMU. The show will MatUN songs from "The PhanSl2w/ JAC
tom ot the Opera.' "I.es \1]s,-| .idles.' "Jesus Christ Supet star'
7:30 p m
and "Rent "The parfbfnMI I art ait ist s from original Broadway
WIUKHI Hall
productions

100 Years of
Broadway

\t/ .If- g$

Jazz-age trends take
over fashion runways
High waists, colored denim popular this season

$3

Best of Broadway musicals
takes the stage this week
ete editor

ery side of the reptile room. A Gila
monster, a Nile crocodile and a couple of American alligators also live
in the Reptile Jungle.
The petting area features a fenced in patio area in the middle of a field
full of animals. Visitors can stand on
the patio to feed and pet a potbellied
pig. fallow deer, a donkey and several
pygmy goats, as well as an emu and
even a camel. The animals, though
anxious, are very gentle and will not
bite.
In addition to the petting zoo and
the Reptile Jungle, the Luray Zoo is
home to a variety of other animals as

*v £% jit« >lL

Theatre II kicks off semester

for a day. For those vfafton
that want to go the extra mile,
they can make a donation to
help f.ire for the animals. All
ot" the no's funding comes
from donations, admission
and gift shop i
. The BOO is operated by
Mark Kilby and Jennifer
Westhoff. They wanted to
haw ,i place for unwanted animals lo
call home.
Luray Zoo has appeared on TV
and radio, and has had famous guests
such as Steve Irwin. The gift shop has
several Steve Irwin play sets and action figures, as well as a picture ot
Irwin's with the staff hanging in the
shop.
The zoo is open daily from 10
a.m. - 5 p.m. from April to Oct..
and is open on weekends and holidays ihe rest of the year. Located
half a mile from Luray Caverns, the
zoo is only about 45 minutes away
from JMU.

Berg is ,1 director 1 omposer. singer and producer. He directs
tor niamh off-Broadwn perfonnancea but has produced handrail of off-Broadway
concert! across the worn.
Producers and presenters aCTON the U S have hailed Bergs latest undertaking as
a tremendous success, according to Bergs Web site 1
'Ihe show is at 7:.'(<> MO. in Wilson Hall. Iickets are currentl> on sale at the Maslerpicee Season Box Office in Harrison Hall Tickets are $12, $22 and $24. rot more
information about the show pfetl nelnVro.COm.

BY SEAN SANTIAGO
contributing writer
'Ihere are plenty of detractions for the ny.
eragc student at the beginning of every school
year, but there are extra pressures for the fashionably inclined. Homework, student organizations and social lives distract multitasking
fashiouistas from revamping their sad and tired
spring/summer wanlniU-s. It >tMi're as sick of
skinny jeans and ballet flits as I am, rejoice! Fall
is here, bringing with it high waists, volume and
a touchol p//age influence
First things bat Id) ntilv the key trends for
the season. Rises have risen. I'm sure much to
the chagrin of therunuav s under -thirty devours, but "high waist" doesn't have to be spelled
m-o-m-j-e-a-n-s. Hie key to wearing a higher
waist LS to tuck in your top to create an hourglass
figtuv. A flared or wide leg draws tin- eye aw.iv
from your hips, creating a balance between v. mi
upper and kiwer lialf tliat is more battering U t
women who an'ii't related to stick insects Keep
in iniiul Out the waist sltould not lie cinclted
and the legs should not lie tapered, unless it's
I lalloween and you're going as vour 46-ye; 11 < >l< I
Aunt Barbara.
Speaking of older women, designers this
season seemed more than .1 little influenced
by the stylistic sensibilities ol subtler gen
erations. Procn/a Schouler showed 2ns in
spired looks for fall that encouraged dressing
up when the temperature drops. Deajgneri
Jack and Unaiti's runwa> girLs were styled
in cloche hats and I wild nil lips to accent u
ate then voluminous coats and whimsicalh
det.1il.1l dresses (0nserv~.1tive suiiplicit\ wits
on the menu at Male Jaeohs as well. He used
bright. solid bkicks of color to add de(>th to the
simple sli.i|K's ol the clothes. Miuccia Pr.id.i
put l modern spin on okl-scliool style with her
challenging architectural skirls, accented with
syntlh'tic fringe lo InCOrporata some ot IhOM
upscale trends into your own wardrobe. IKon tlh' kiokmit for fringi'd BOd inetallic .Hies
stiries. Vogue suggests pinning lirooches onto
vour favorite pieCeatO make tliem unique and
IHTMinal, but also in style.
As /nSft/fV attests in its September issue.

menswear looks are big this
season. Kalcnciaga showed
preppy bo>' cut blazers in traditinii.il colors with jodhpurs and
tube scarves, along with ethnic
print dresses and danngspoctsuear-influeiKcd shoes.
Bnleneiaga introduced the
tribal print for this season,
which is wonderful b
everyone from Oacai da la
Kenta to Uiane Von I;urslenberg showed tribal prints
in their 3008 CONecoJOne,
milking sure the trend st ick.s
around for a while You can
rest easy knowing this look
will still he on-point afta
the first semester.

Arcoidmg to deninml< xiy.eo.uk, cokired denim
man) u-giris
Enorin new dang Fonjk
Kale Moss ami Victoria Beekluni have all been spotted wearing Technicolor leans, ami American
Apparel is DOM eeung their 'aHm slack
taaanrted hues tor nun bleaatnanothei
celehntv endorvil denim brands
(piivs shouidn: be afraid ol ■wttclnni
it up cither For tile truly fashion forward.
colored denim is the ua* to n for the
more reticent sbde-fonvanl hk>ke, unuashett stniiglit-k'gdeiuni is still vvrv ' in
As a matter of (act simple and classic are
bu//ws>rds from the nieiis r.ill craVcUOM
Ik) dapper arnl Antjo InapM with tweed
jiK-kets. lartan st-arvesand Ian NU swv-iters
or try to look Mkevou tell out ot .1 WeaAnder
sou movie hv peiluting vour gei'kv chic with
1 ins and khakis
I 01 |.)ths.V-s.s..ll\es.He the IICU U'
Bu) kits of them in noun colon and pal
terns, and add (hem to anv look fa mCffl
mtenst ,in(l|i.'rs<m.ilitv
POuOW tneae simple rules and voiu
updated fall wardrolie will pull double
duty for a good four mouths, keeping vou
cozy and stylish until spring

1MBIU m
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Richmond-based band Carbon Leaf will be playing at The
Pub Wednesday Sept 19. They are a favorite among locals at
The Pub. Along with Carbon Leaf, band Sometime Favorite
will also be playing Wed night. The /■*
/
r»
r\
Pub is located at 1950 Deyerle Ave, f .A f(/OQy\
Pj/X\

Lennon biography provides answers
to long-standing Beatles questions
BY AMANDA 6ELAND
Tht Hew Hampshire

'Shoot 'Em Up' full of cheap thrills
BY JACOB AGNES

witnesses her newborn child for
the first time, Mr. Hertz (Paul
Giamatti) places a bullet into
While some dirvctors .t--pirr her head, leaving Mr. Smith as
lo make a film thai critics hail the surrogate mother of a child
is n masterpiece, other directors targeted for assassination. Did I
tust Hoe to kill, shoot, stab and mention this movie was rated R?
blow stuff up. Hius. we have the
Mr. Smith wanders down
birth of Michael P.ivis hilarious crowded city streets, with a child
~
and
ultra- in one hand and a gun in the
SnOOt 'Em Up violent film, other. Giamatti's Mr. Hertz is the
+ ^^
-Shoot Km amoral, teeth-gnashing villain
Up."
thai weseerctlv love to watch. He
Starring (live
"Shoot trails Mr Smith with numenms
Owens and Paul
Km Up" be- henchmen that somehow keep
Oiamatti
gins with a ending up riddled with bullets.
up of One of the first places that Smith
Give Owen's Mr. Smith silting tries to hide the baby is a bordelon a park bench eating a carrot, lo with Donna Quintano (Monica
which happens to be full of Vita- Belluci), a prostitute with a good
min A. which helps shoot and kill heart hidden in a valley of cleavlots of bad guys. As Mr. Smith age. She accompanies him into
chews on his carrot, a woman in the chaotic chases that follow.
labor limps by him screaming for
TTie rest of the movie is one
help as ,1 henchman with a bad gunfight after another, each one
temper and a gun is chasing her. more ridiculous and absurd than
Mr. Smith intervenes by stabbing the last. Mr Smith continues to dishis carrot through the hemh
perse Hertz' henchmen in all mannun's mouth, reminding him to ners; careening down a cable win?
"always eat his vegetables." He upside down, and freefalling out of
proceeds to deliver the baby in a jet plane. Anyone who tries to take
the midst of a gunfight with some this movie seriously has seen way
more bad dudes. As the mother too many Arnold Schw;trzenegger
(ontitbutH*! -IT*

movies. In fad, the action is prol>abty the lowest point it has to offer.
Gunfights tan only be so interesting, and after about five of them,
they can be boring. Fortunately, the
director realizes this and chooses to
give the film a comedic tone rather
than focus on suspense. Trie selfawareness thai most action flicks
lade is strongly present in this one.
and Davis invites his audience to
cackle at the sheer ahsurdity taking
place on the screen.
Credit must be given to Clhv
Owen and Paul Giamatti for taking
on these roles. Tne best scenes of
the movie involve their characters
chatting with each other at gunpoint gritting through their lines,
trying not to smile at the audacity
of what just happened and what's
left to come. Clive Owen Is essentially reprising the same role he had
in "Sin City", while Paul Giamatti
steps outside his normal caricature
and reeks of the filthy, despicable
villain that loves to talk and carries
a big. sexy gun in his hands.
At the same time, "Shoot 'Em
Up" is an homage and a satire to
the action genre. Leave logic and
the laws of gravity at the door, but
don't forget your machine gun.

DURHAM. N.H. - Scathing
opinions, shocking revelations
and statements that could
make even the most miniature
Beatle fan search for the nearest two-story window are just
a taste of the tales told in Lennon Remembers by Jann S.
Wenner.
lennon Remembers is a
compilation of several interviews done with John Lennon and Yoko Ono in which
Wenner, Rolling Stone Magazine's founder and editor,
weaves through the simple,
complex and awkward questions that anyone who has ever
Ixni enthralled in Beatlemania
has pondered: Who is the walrus? Is 'Lucy In The Sk) With
Diamonds" really about acid?
What happens when you play
"Strawberry Fields Forever"
backwards?
I -'ilium, in his usual brutally honest and charismatic
way, discusses everything
from drug use to Yoko, leaving
almost nothing to the imagination and opening up several thousand cans of worms
along the way: "One has to
completely humiliate oneself
to be what the Beatles were,
and that's what I resent. I did
it, but I didn't know, I didn't
foresee that, it just happened

bit by bit till this complete
craziness is surrounding you.
And you're doing exactly what
you don't want to do with
people you can't stand — the
people you hated when you
were ten."
While there were many
moments that could cause a
double take for many readers,
probably one of the more controversial topics touched upon
was the disintegration of Paul
McCartney and Lennon's relationship.
While at first their song
writing collaborations kept
McCartney and Lennon's relationship strong (most notably seen 'I Want ,to Hold
Your Hand" as mentioned by
Lennon), soon Paul not only
began pushing his band mates
to do everything from movies
to a record company, but also
began becoming the father of
the Beatles: "1 don't know howmuch of this I want to put out
there, I'll tell you, 1 think Paul
had an impression -- he has
it now, like a parent, that we
should be thankful for what he
did, for keeping the Beatles going. But when you look upon it
objectively, he kept it going for
his own sake. Not for my sake
did Paul struggle."
But, despite the controversy that seeps from its
pages, Lennon Remembers
displays the emotional and

candid words of one of tht
most talented and influential musicians that has evei
lived. Wenner delves with
Lennon into his many peace
movements including the
Bed Peace demonstration
and "War is Over" sign pro
test with Yoko. Lennon alst
discusses his solo career including singles, the writing
process and the difficult of
writing a meaningful song
Through his words and experiences, one gains a tinge ol
insight into whoJohn Lenn tn
truly was, the man behind
the movement for peace, the
man who founded one of tht
greatest rock bands ever assembled, the man who found
and kept true love despite tht
opinions of his band mate.1
and fans worldwide alike.
The interviews contained
in Lennon Remembers hav<
enlightened me far more
than I thought possible. I
could read it in its entiret)
multiple times over and still
find myself gasping from the
harsh reality of Lennon'*
words, though I am aware
this is only one-man's opinion. 1 would recommend ttm
book to anyone looking foi
a new twist on an old favorite. But I must warn you, i:
you're looking for a relaxing
anthology, I advise you tc
keep searching.

1

Boston Beanery
Kh.MAI W»| *
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del the Huston flavor down south.

Harrisonburg 0B/GYN Associates, PC

Every Tuesday...

C. Larry Whitten, MD M. Catherine Slusher, MD Louis E. Nelson III, MD i
Michael J. Botticelli, MD Maribeth P. Loynes, MD Philip A. Klim, DO
Sherry L. Mongold. FNP Mary H. Kratz, FNP
Sarah Hibbitts, PA.

Mention this ad & receive.

1/2 OFF ALL APPETIZERS
From 4 p.m. - Close with JAC card
Open Late for You!
Mon - Ihurs until 12 a.m.
Fri - Sat until I a.m.
Sun. until 11 p.m.

N

°'w,id

with any

°th" P'omotionI <>25 East Market St.
Harrijonburg. VA 22801
S40.433.I87U

ALL All Tune And Lube
TUNE E~
540-433-1179
LUBE
700 West Market St.
Harrisonburg, VA 22801
Mon. - Fri. 8am • 6pm
Sat. 8am - 4pm

SR«£S*0*CW-

[Quality Oil ChanqeJ
*4eA««

$15.90

|

Mainten n

■ Transmission Flush.

*$39.90 4cyl

I

a ce
Tune-Up

$79.90

J 'Up to 5qts
."Flush system wtih state of j
."Free oil change
I "Replace filter
I" New plugs (platinum extra)lthe art equipment
| "Free brake inspection
|«LLabor
'■"Refill with new trans fluid I
abor additional
I*
additional
■ by ro<1"psl
__ __ j-£ and 8cvl higher
■"Free road test by request .

ID„ _ . . ri
BG Coolant Flush

$79.90

Economy Brake
Spjja|

$79.90

| "Flush cooling system
I "Replace with new fluid
"Add BG Conditioner to
•ystern

|"Some foreign cars, trucks
ladditional
I "Economy brake pads
l"Turning rotors additional

|BG Fuel Induction i
Service

$79.90

I "Cleans fuel injectors, air
I system & throttle body
•Improves driveabihty
| "Includes BG 44K Cleaner

Premium Brake

Now Accepting Appointments
Monday - Friday 8:30-5:00
2291 Evelyn Byrd Ave.
Harrisonburg, VA 22801

Local (540) 434-3831
Toll Free (800) 545-3348

ast-West Yoga

Ifirvi
ALIGN

VCIIIB
YOUR

I ICC
LIFE

U

A World Class Studio Located
Rigkt Here in the Valley
Exquisitely Designed ana Fully Equipped
Over 30 Classes per Week
Classes for Members at $3.00- $3.50
All Experience Levels are Welcome

JAC Card Accepted!

Specja|

$99.90

|"Some foreign cars, trucks |
|additional
I "Premium brake pads
|
| "Turning rotors additional j

540-433-0456
315 Lucy Drive
HarrisonUrg, VA 22801
east-festyotfa.com

Scheduled
Maintenance

*$199.904cy,

|"lncludes pans; 6 and 8cyl higher
"Cooling System
i* Maintenance Tune Up
Service; new fluid
I'New PVC filter, air filter, spark plugs 'Transmission
|(platmum additional)
System Service

,

Difficult)'paying attention! Problems focusing?
Wondering if there is help besides meiication?

DRYFT Motorsports

Your one stop performance shop"
MOTORSPORTS

700 West Market St.
540-433-1179
Custom Wheels
15% off

Neurofeedback: brain training for better focus and concentration is
now available in Harrisonburg.

Next To All Tune And Lube
Custom Built
Exhausts
$300.00

"performance wore]
and Dyno Use
20% off

■" 15"-24" sizes
i'Cat-back systems
I" Discount off labor times I
I'Not valid with any other I 'Full header back or turbo | * Not valid with any other |
|promotion
[back systems additional
i promotion

""* ~ "^wwT^rHl^t™ oTscorrT" "*" "" M

Come learn how it works, what the research says, and if you could benefit
Free informational meeting: September 24,1 pm
Visit www.janisnorton.com to learn more. Call 540-435-131) to register.

Editor: Tim Chapman
Editor: Matthew McGovern
sports@thebreeze.org
(540) 568-6709
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Hartford Hawks hand Dukes third loss, JMU falls to 1-3-1
BY JACK MCAULEY
contributing writer

f

JfSSK* DODOS/unMhrtq >

Stnior (optoin Tristan Murray stontd his fifth gome of the year Saturday and
hot played in 60 straight aomes for the Dukes Here he challenges Hartford
forworrj Kevin 0'Donnell SW

In steady rain Friday night
at the JMU Soccer Complex, the
men'ssoccer team lost 2-1 against
the Hartford Hawks. The winning
goal came in a golden goal overtime period by senior Daniel Antunez with only one minute and
36 seconds remaining.
To their credit, they got one
chance in the overtime, they win and
we lose," coach Tom Martin said
The Dukes started the first
half strong and outshot the
Hawks four to three in the period as they broke through with
about eight minutes remaining in
the half. Redshirt senior Frankie
D'Agostino was able to sneak behind the Hartford defense, control a deflection and push it past
the goalkeeper for the 1-0 lead.
"1 got lucky with the ball
just popping out and 1 put it in
to solidify at least one for us,"
D'Agostino said.

Defensively, Madison continued to catch Hartford in an off-sides
position Although the back four
defenders were not using an off
skies trap, it
became one
as the Hawks
struggled
to adjust to
Madison's
flat back four
carry on.
"It's not
supposed
to be [an
offsides -=
trap)
but D*9<»»no
it worked effectively tonight,"
Martin said. "They held their
line at the right times."
The beginning of the second
half brought heavier rain and adjustments from the Hawks who
switched from a 4-4-2 alignment
to a 4-5-1 in hopes of dribbling
through and avoiding any off-side
calls. The adjustment brought
more pressure against the Dukes

defense and 11 minutes into the
half the Hawks found the back of
the net.
Dribbling down the right side,
Hartford junior Andreas Blamo
sent a ball across the mouth
of the goal for freshman Sam
Groves, who beat Madison goalie
Ken Manahan on the ground.
"We came out flat at the beginning of the second half, soaked
up a lot of pressure and finally
broke and just weren't playing
well," Martin said.
Madison still had opportunities to win the game with 17 minutes to play when a JMU cross
was sent in and missed by three
players, all with chances to grab
the lead back for the Dukes.
Though the overtime period was
played in puddles, JMU came out
strong as freshman midfielder Stefan
Dun* had two shots and forced a
comer to spark Madison. With just
under two minutes remaining junior
forward Kyle Morsink was fouled
in the Dukes attacking third, giving

Yeah...I said it.

JMU rolls
over VMI

TIMCHAfMAK, spomrfrtw

You can cut a team,
but you can't cut
an athlete

Efficient attack leads to 4517 victory while Dukes give
reserve players repetitions
BY TIM CHAPMAN
sports <drt<x

Usually when a team dominates the time of
possession in a football game, it comes away with
more points. But this wasn't the case Saturday for
the Keydets as James Madison trounced Virginia
Military Institute 45-17 at Bridgeforth Stadium.
In the first half the Keydets held the ball nearly
three times longer than the Dukes, but couldn't
find the endzone once. JMU went into the break
with a 21-0 lead with the third score coming on
senior receiver LC. Baker's 36-yard touchdown
catch from junior quarterback Rodney Landers.
Just over four minutes before Baker's score,
the elusive wide-out fumbled on a punt return,
giving VMI the ball on Madison's 21 yard-line. Already down 14-0, the Keydets squandered the redzone opportunity with a missed field goal from 20
yards out, allowing Baker to make amends.
"LC. made a mistake and he can't do that,"
JMU coach Mickey Matthews said. "As you can
tell we threw him the ball the first play after that.
LC.'s an Ail-American, and he needs to play like
it all the time and sometimes he puts more pressure on himself than we do."
Madison (2-1 overall, 1-0 in the conference)
continued to utilize its top receiver's speed in the
second half to get on the board in 20 seconds.
Redshirt-fresh man receiver Marcus Turner returned the third quarter kickoff 56 yards to the
VMI 42 yard-line, setting up another quick score
for the Dukes.
On first-and-10 Landers faked a dive-run to
redshirt-fresh man tailback Jamal Sullivan, opting to handoff to Baker coming on the reverse.

MYID10MMH, (or*fa*ng ph****
JMU defender; (von McColloucjh, DJ. Brandon and Hassan Abdul Wahid tackle VMI running bade Howord Abeaesoh Brandon
trailed only JMU linebacker Justin Barnes in tackles with I? and also had 0 sack, while Abdul Wahid forced a tumble Saturday

Baker made the most of the running opportuni- with a 44-yard burst on a draw-play. The score
ty, splitting through the Keydet defense for his came on only his second career carry.
second touchdown of the night and stretching
"I just [stayed) within the offense and did
the lead to 28-0.
what the coaches told me to do and they didn't
"I tend to be a receiver, but I mean being at steer me wrong," Sullivan said. "I saw green
my size, I tend to be more of
grass and I took it."
a running back at a receiver's U
Landers finished with 44
position, because I'm not
rushing yards and was also
that typical 6-3, 215 [lbs] reefficient in the pocket, comI just [stayed]
ceiver," said the 5-foot-7 inch
pleting 8 of 10 passes for 123
senior.
within the offense...I yards and a score. His ability
Size wasn't much of a
to get the team down the field
problem for Madison's runsaw preen grass and opened not only the scoring
ning back either as s-foot-7
margin but an opportunity
I took it.
tailback Antoinne Bolton also
for his backup to gain experiscored two touchdowns. He
ence.
-JAMAL SULLIVAN
scored from three and two
Redshirt freshman Drew
JMU rimini bad
yards, respectively.
Dudzik took the field with 2:25
Three other running
55 remaining in the third quarter
backs saw time against the
and looked poised as he comover-matched Keydets as senior starter Eugene pleted the first four pass-attempts of his career.
Holloman sat out to nurse a healing separated The third came on a seven-yard shuffle-pass to
shoulder. Sullivan, redshirt freshman Griff Hicks for Madison's final points of the night.
Yancey, and sophomore Reggie Hicks each got
"It was exciting to get out there and show
at least five carries.
my team what I can do, just in case Rodney goes
Sullivan led JMU with a game-high 83 rushing-yards and scored the game's first touchdown
w FOOTMU, w I?

Madison smothers
Spiders, improves to 5-1
or corners," Lucas said.
JMU out-shot Richmond in the
first half 13-1 and by the end of the
"Field hockey players love the game the tally was 27-4.
rain," said JMU Coach Antoinette
A scary moment silenced the
Lucas, after the game Friday.
crowd 12:54 >n<° regulation when
On a dismal, wet night the Richmond forward Becky White
Dukes came out to play and shut took a shot off her jaw, stopping
play for a few minutes. She was
out Richmond 7-0.
taken out immeSophomore
Meghan Bain gave 64
- diately after the
JMU an early lead
play, but would
return.
7A:\ into the first
Our focus all week
half. Setting the
Soon after,
tone, JMU was off
JMUstruckagain
has been on our
to a 1-0 lead.
by the helping
"We had to score
hand of Junior
defensive play...
Jenny F-ain when
first," JMU coach
she deflected a
Antoinette Lucas
said. "Richmond
- ANTOINETTE LUCAS goal off of her
wrist through a
has been a very
JMU heod cotch
crowded defense
strong team in the
99
past. If you let them
and
doubled
Madison's lead.
in the door early,
Eakin togged her
you're in for a long
second goal of the season with only
night."
Although JMU's offensive per- 6:59 left in the first half.
formance was stellar it was the
Richmond had several oppordefense that impressed Coach tunities to score, but capitalized on
none of their drives. Throughout
Lucas.
"Our focus all week has been the first half Richmond struggled to
on our defensive play — in our push into JMU territory, and when
defensive circles, definitely maknt HOCKEY, 1 iH
ing sure we don't give up any shots
IV MAM fOWU
contributing wtiHi

JMU a free lock.
"In the overtime we came out,
pressed them, and did very well,''
Martin said. "[Wei got some chances, didn't stick them in, and their
keeper made one veiy huge saveOff the free kick, Hartford
made a quick transition down the
middle of the field. Antunez got
behind the Madison defense, got
past Manahan and pushed the ball
into an open net to end the game.
"Every game is another lesson learned," senior midfielder
Tristan Murray said. "It's us not
capitalizing on their [mistakes)
and them capitalizing on our
[mistakes]."
The loss drops the Dukes to 13-1 coming into their Wednesday
match at home against American.
The game starts at 7 p.m. and will
be key to Madison getting back
on track.
"It was a tough game for us.
We are going to have to become
older and more mature very
quickly," Martin said.

Dukes pillage
Buccaneers
BY MS SHAW

In its first home match of
the season. Madison defeated
Charleston Southern University
three games to none in the JMU/
Days Inn Invitational opener. The

Frtshmon Sofia Lindroth hod 10 digs Friday
against Charleston Southern

Lady Dukes improved their record to 5-4 behind outstanding
double-digit kill performances
from four players, including last
week's CAA player of the week,
Allyson Halls.
The match, however, was
much tighter than the final score
would suggest. Madison struggled in its first two games and
was unable to take a lead by more
than six points in either game.
The Dukes won the first game
30-26 and the second by a score
of 30-25. and finished the match
winning the third, 30-13. JMU
totaled a combined 22 errors in
the first two games.
"When you're playing a team
that might not challenge you as
much up front, you tend to play a
little bit sloppier," Madison head
coach Disa Garner said.
Another factor working against
JMU was the time of the game.
"It's hard to play a noon
game; we normally play in the
evenings," Garner said. "School's
going on and classes are switching sessions in the building, so
it's hard to get into that mode
right off the start."
In the third game, Madison
did get in "that mode" right off
the bat, going up 14-5 before
Charleston Southern called a
timeout. The lady Dukes only
made eight errors as a team in its
final game, closing out the match
easily and winning the game by a
score of 30-13.
"One of the missions we had
for this match was for each game
to get a little bit crisper," Garner
VMVOUfnUll ptftl?

NEW MARKET. V«. — And across the finish line
in first place with a time of 25 minutes and 17.5
seconds is James Madison's C.W. Moran. Wait a
second, correction; James Madison Club Track's
C.W. Moran.
Last year's Colonial Athletic Association's cross
country champion, Moran, dominated the field in
Saturday's JMU Open Cross Country Meet at New
Market Battlefield.
The 2006 champ ran in typical fashion, leading
the pack for the majority of the race before turning it into top gear to win by
nearly 25 seconds. But this
time there was something
obviously different about the
way he ran.
For the first time in four
years Moran wasn't donning
the purple and gold, or the
JMU logo or the CAA logo.
Instead he was in solid black
briefs and a white and lime
green top, most likely won at
an off-season road race.
"I ran a [personal
record]. I wish I could have
done it in a JMU uniform; it's weird," Moran
said.
It's been nearly a year since the JMU Board of
Visitors voted to cut men's cross country and nine
other sports in order to comply with Title IX. There
is no problem with a school deciding to do that,
but it's the way some of the school's most distinguished athletes were axed that still leaves more
than a few people jaded.
Moran was just one of 144 athletes who
chose Madison to compete with for their college
careers, but none of them knew they wouldn't
get four full years like they deserved.
"It's terrible, its hard to explain and people
don't understand," said senior and former
JMU runner Mark Rinker. "When you define
yourself as something and all of a sudden you
can't define yourself that way anymore it's a
real struggle. I really don't feel like I belong at
JMU anymore."
Rinker shouldn't have to feel like this and
he should be running during his senior year
for an NCAA team. Instead he will be running
with the club team as many other former JMU
runners will. Past Madison athletes will run,
wrestle and swim in meets as unattached competitors.
The bottom line is JMU should have been
upfront in recent years and explained to its athletes and recruits that cuts could be made in the
near future.
They could have avoided the lawsuits and
messy aftermath by announcing the cuts years in
advance and in a sense "grandfathering" the current athletes, allowing the teams to exist until the
youngest members graduated.
But no, the Board of Visitors elected to comply
with an outdated law that Isn't as strictly enforced
as they would like you to believe. It seems as
though they used Title IX as an excuse for wanting
to channel more money into the bigger programs
and outdated facilities.
Unfortunately JMU became another statistic
in a nationwide trend that is preventing scholarathletes from honing the valuable life skills learned
in athletics.
I can only hope that athletic director Jeff Bourne
and the department don't forget about their former
athletes who are still students. The least they can
do is give Moran and others the props they deserve
with a mention on their website.
But don't expect too much; this Is the same
athletic department and school that demoralized
Moran and company, telling them of the decision just before their bus left for a meet last
September.
Tim Chapman is a sophomore print Journalism
major. You can also catch him Tuesday nights at H
p.m. on WXJM and read his Woo on thebreeze.org.
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FOOTBALL: Reserves
get much needed
experience for JMU

VOLLEYBALL: Garner's team fairs
well in first home action, wins two
VOUFnWU,lTompt|tll

said. "And 1 think we did that. We got
better each game."
Although sluggish and sloppy at
first, the young team was able to regain its composure and do exactly
what its coach wanted.
"We had to focus on getting the job
done," Halls said. "It wasn't that challenging of a match, but if you slip up
and don't play hard any team can beat
you. We just have to sharpen things
up in the beginning of the game."
"We ended the way we wanted to
end, now we have to better our last
game into the next match," Garner
said.
Friday's match was Madison's first
at home in nine this season. The Lady
Dukes went 4-4 to begin its season,
and defeated New Hampshire and
Temple to close out its long road trip
in last week's tournament in College
Park, Maryland.
"1 think we've really traveled
great," Garner said. "We had a really
good choice of tournaments, some
great competition and now we're all
ready to be home.
Halls led her team throughout its
road trip, especially in Madison's final

MM LOMNUISI/iaMtWl |llllu|l»ll
Senior bod Lauren Walls moves into die
onrxk lor support JMU beat Ikhmond 7-0

HOCKEY: High
scoring night
makes JMU 5-1
HOCKEY, from page II

they did the Dukes' defensive
line rarely Rave Richmond a good
shot.
Despite the final score, the
Spiders did display some stellar defensive stops. Junior goalkeeper Becca Weaver left the
Richmond crowd in cheers when
she sprawled to her knees for a
remarkable save with 11 minutes
left in the first period.
"We had scouted Richmond
and we knew they played a manto-man marking kind of style,"
I iii'.is said. "We really worked on
manipulating their defense with
our attack, and it paid off for us
as the game went on."
Lucas was certainly right as
JMU came out for three goals in
the first eight minutes of the second half. The first of these came
from freshman Randi Seager, followed by a score from junior Lauren Walls and one from Melissa
Walls 30 seconds later.
JMU wrapped up the game
with three more goals in the second half, as Richmond failed to
get on the scoreboard.
Richmond fell to five games
below .500 with a 1-6 record in
2007. JMU improved to 5-1 on
the season and still remains undefeated at home in Harrisonburg.

1S1UVC

FOOTBALL, from page 11

down, I'm there to back him up," Dudzik
said. "Every week I kind of go with the
same attitude and it felt great to get out
there and mow the ball down the field."
Second-year coach Jim Reid's Keydets
scored on a field goal with 8:56 remaining
in the third quarter to get on the board
at 28-3. In the fourth quarter VMI (1-2)
struck twice more with a 27-yard touchdown run by sophomore Howard Abegesah and an 86-yard kickoff return by
classmate Tim Maypray.
Reid praised his team's effort and
commented on Madison's toughness, predicting a big year for the Dukes.
"I think that if JMU continues to progress as a team, I honestly believe there
could be another national championship
here in Harrisonburg," Reid said.
Matthews assured the media that his
team has a while to go before speaking of
any championships and is ready to prepare the team for next week's 6:00 p.m.
home game against Coastal Carolina.
"We have a good team, but its much
too early," Matthews said. "We have miles
and miles to travel."
OWGHWOKAi
Sofia lindrolti wnw against Chorlcslon Southern
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All Reidints Are Prime
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and Confademul
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Career Decisions In Mailers 01 Heallfi

$10 off any reading with this ad
CALL FOR AN APPOINTMENT
(540) 560-3326

HARRISONBURG
1S71 South Mow Stre.1
Kara- 4 ■*» 11 faut mi lUrmi M U bn* tmul

540-438-5858

15%0FF
ALL PARTS
FOR ALL JAMES MADISON UNIVERSITY

And Speedy Marrufes, Gives Guidance To All

BEAUTIFUL 18 HOLE
GOLF COURSE
INSTRUCTION

tournament. In three matches (nine
games) the 6*4" senior accounted for
35 kills (3.9 per game) and 13 blocks
for the Lady Dukes. For her efforts she
was named CAA player of the week, a
first in her career.
"Its just good to get recognized
for all the hard work that you put in."
Halls said.
Halls picked up where she left off
against Charleston Southern, accumulating 11 kills and five assisted blocks
in three games. She was not without
help from her teammates, though.
Lindsay Callahan, Kaitlin McFaddin,
and Michelle Johnson recorded 12,12
and 13 kills, respectively.
In the tournament night-cap, the
Dukes handled Elon in similar fashion, cruising to a straight sets win,
3-0. Junior Lauren Miles led the way
with 42 assists and 13 digs, earning
her second double-double of the day.
Madison struggled Saturday
though against Florida Gulf Coast,
losing the match 0-3. JMU lost 30-19,
30-26. and 30-26 as FGCU improved
to 9-1 in its first season of Division I
play. The Dukes travel to Liberty for
a match Tuesday, where they will look
to rebound.
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A/C Service Batteries ■ Belts Brakes
Oil Change Transmission Fluid Service
Tires Tune-Ups And Much More

FREE (Morcor lusperiioa t Estimate
Nationwide Lifetime Warranliei
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DRIVING RANGE

Heritage Oaks

PRO SHOP

680 GARBERS CHURCH ROAD
HARRISONBURG. VA 22801
540442-6502

WEDNESDAY IS COLLEGE DAY@ HERITAGE OAKS

Where patients
are sending their
friends

540-432-9996
Don't let illness effect
your college experience

TAKE ADVANTAGE OF THE FOLLOWING COLLEGE
STUDENT SPECIALS ON WEDNESDAYS

<*
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"18 HOLES WITH CART FOR S20/PLAYER (WITH COLLEGE ID)"
"RANGE BALLS S3/LARGE BUCKET (WITH COLLEGE ID)"
OFFER GOOD THROUGH DECEMBER 31,2007
Take Advantage of our J.M.U. GOLF LESSONS, only $20 with Student I.D.
instruct@heritaqf3oaksqolf.com for more info

PROMPT MEDICAL ATTENTION
Minor Injuries + X-Rays + Mono + Strep Throat
Lacerations + In-House STD testing
No APPOINTMENT NECESSARY + OPEN 7 DAYS A WEEK
Mon - Fri 9 am- 8 pm + Sat 10 am- 4 pm + Sun 1 pm- 6 pm

ASB

Alternative Spring Break
Dare to Make a Difference
Who? YOU!
When? March 1-9, 2008
Where? 20+ locations across the country & internationally!
Why? Service is fun and rewarding!
How? Be a member of the
Leadership Team, a Trip Leader, or a Participant.
L- Team: Send an email to sign up.
Leader: Apply on our website.
Participant: Attend an info session.
Leader Info Session Tues. Sept. 18th, 7pm, Taylor 402
Leader Applications Due ~
Fri. Sept. 21st, 12pm, Wilson 204
Long Distance A International Trips Info Session ~
Wed. Oct. 17th, 7pm, Festival Highlands
Domestic Trips Info Session~
Thurs. Nov. 15th, 7pm, Festival Highlands
Questions?
Community Service Learning
Wilson 204
asbCqjmu.edu
www.jmu. edu Icsllasb
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|(For Rent)
HOTELS BOOKED?) Icll your
parcnlv htwici for rcnl »cck-lung.
-ki weekend v Iamil> & liriduaiion
weekend -»» ina^jiuiticn vacation,
com (800) 6*4-1 355

ROOM FOR Rl.N I Looking lor a
mature roommate to share a 2-hedroum
liouvc in Mt. Crawford (5 miles south
olJMU campus) MM)/ negotiable
(540) 068-3212

I AKi.l ONI 111 I)R(X>M
APARTMKM Great location.
washcr'dryer. AC. no pet*, available
immediately. $545. (540)433-156'*

(Help WantedJ
Wi: PAY UP IO $75 persists
www Ge:Paidlolhink com
RESPONSIVE MANAGEMENT
iwww responHivemanagement.com).a
wildlife/ natural resource research firm
is hiring polite, professional, reliabletelephone interviewers (NOSAI I Si
Part-time evening hours, Sundav •
Saturday, schedule vanes based on
project; Apply at 1 30 Franklin Street.
(540)432-1888

IBARTENDINOI S2<0/I>ay Potential
NO I sptnence Necessary. Training
Available (800)965-6520 X1212

MAKING A INI FlttENCE DAILY
Ho>t & GirM )nta »■ llamwnhurg and
Kotkinghnm Ctxntv are cwmtty hiring
lor Youtfi I>eschipment PmlcvtHiruh Mon
- In 2 30-h 30pm Must luse experience
working with youth I JIUUI resume u>
rtK'aflnrii'hvchroig, (540)434-6060

WAN1 TO RIDE? Mill Creek harm
offers hoarding, lesvon*. halfleasing our horses, showing. A full
service facility for the interested
rider. Possible work exchange also.
540-234-9781

SMAI I I N(,l\l Mil HANK M I IX I)
to work lour hours per ruglM, 5 dav s a week.
M-F $ 150-$ 175 per week depending on
experience Call 540-908-74%.

Dl SIGNI R HANDBAti HIM.O
Vcra Hradles. COACH, and Dooncy
A Boafttl Hags' Saturdas Sept. 22.
20d*. „ W'eyers Cave Community
Center Doors open la V Wipm. preM|| I inu , .tin a 4pm, regulai
games start la 5pm. Pre-salc tickets
$10 for I card. Special pre-sale only
games ft raffles? tickets at the door
$15 for I card. Extra bingo cards
arc $5 each or 5 for $20 CALL
Jftg-7013 FOR MOW IMO&
TO ORDER TICKETS' Proceeds
to benefit the Office on Children
ft Youth, a nonprofit organization
in Harrisonburg ft Rockingham,
dedicated lo pros iding quality
programs to serve area youth. The
OCY supports the Teen Pregnancy
Prevention ft the Out Bus Programs

I'ARKINC i SERVICES is now hinng lor r»
student cadet program. You must he a current
IMII student and he available U> »i«k a
mimrnum of 12 hours per week Storting pay
is $' 00 per hour I'leoe apply at
hftpv j.-Wink imu win

l,lftt!uardSUffVSDia"
Westover Swimming Pool near
Downtown Great wages. Early
Morning. Mid-day & weekend hours
available Application* uixeptcd until
position are rilled (540) 4*4-0571 for
iniomuBion

|( wanted j
IIARRISOM3I K(.\<M I IKI- IN 1*1
UKiong for volunteers. No experience
necessary Male or lemale All classes paid
lor Pick up applicatKns at KO Maryland
Avenue at I uv I VpartinenL or call 421 0541

[Services
STYLIST Creative work at a great pnee'

MATURE ATTITUDE Wnelfel
■"ingapart time
hi-lingual supervisor Mature attitude
required Experience preferred, willing
to ir.im Hours ore 5-11 pm Mon.I ri. up to 40hrs a week, make own
schedule (540)574-4625
WAITRESS NEEDED: Apply In
person at Jess's Lunch downtown jftcr
S p.m
IIOMI HI Al III AIDES NEEDED for
all shilts Will work around your school
schedule. Apply to (are free Home
Health. Route 42 South. Ilanisonburg,
or online www carcfrechomeheallh.
com or telephone 434-9898.

?

BARTENDING CLASSES fun flexible
job placement payment plans
jiggersbartcndingschool | hoi mail com
(540)671-1202

Cul1i;iena(540)432-5544
HORSE RIDING 11SSONS offend rrum
beginner to advance jumping. I inviUeV
I ociii area. Also pros Hung nding privileges.
<"iilH540) 833-2311
M(H I" I HI I. BIKES - Your Giant ft
Specialized Bicycle Dealer since 1986.
Over 200 Bikes m Slock* (.rent pricing on
bikes and repair • Just minutes from campus
(540)879-2011
C-COMP(X)MPlrn.R REPAIR. Eree
Computer Checkup lor JMl.' Students
Must have JAC card free anti-virus, free
adware. free spy-ware $50 off on all repairs
I icensedandA-* Certified Icchnican 24hour sen ice Will recy clc a minuter, free of
charge Must he dropped oil 2 South Main
Street. Suite 407.1 larrisonburv,
540-246-1654

t

Travel

The Breeze

3

IMU Spring Break!
; 4 & 7 night trips. Low
! prices guaranteed. Group
• discounts for 8+. Book 20
: people, get 3 free trips!
• Campus reps needed.
; www.StudentCity.com or

: 800-293-1445
Wake *n Bake
Spring Break *08

VKatct,!

smatl |r*wa>
J. Trival >>«*•

www.sunspl.lshlours.com

1.800.416.77 IO

SKVDIVl ' One ll.n I
Jump from 13,300'. GIFT
( I KI II ICATES' Complete
information is Ml
www <k\ di.eorange.com
(5401 "4J.6SI7

Sign Up for your Personal Ad
at The Breeze Online, Classifieds

SPRING BRBAK ^"ll* Sell Trips.
I am Cnh and Go free. Call
for group discounts. Hesl deals
guaranteed! Info/ Reservations
mm-m»-4rH'r- ««« illluiel.ttllll.

»

Specialty Salesperson
Great experience and opportunities:
- Ad sales to local clients
- Online ad sales
- Overseeing print and online classifieds
20 hrs/wk
Pay - salary plus commission

Online Editor
The Breeze is looking for a
creative, highly-skilled web
designer. Applicants should
have strong knowledge in
Dreamweaver and Mac-based
systems.

Apply Online at JobLink.jmu.edu
Or call 540-568-6127 for more info

The Breeze is
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Sudoku

CORRECTION

How smart
are you?
Check out

InllH-Srpt. i:<uam oOVBtwa the .irti*"Shid«nti uniteI*
ID
protcrt potential plant" incorrectly identifier! Hannah Marian as
• if Mountain Justice Steward*. Moojan works
\. i ih Mnunlain Justice Summer and the Southern Appalachian
Mountain Stewards.

answers to
today's
puzzle at

1 2 9
8
3
1

7 6
6
5
7

8

breeze.
org

ft frajwy Hta
Pafn&Jnjii/yClfnic

9
5
7

6
3 4

Rules: Fill in the grid with the numbers 1, 2, 3, 4, 5,
6, 7, 8, and 9 so that in each row, each column, and
each of the three-by-three squares, each number
appears exactly once. There is only one correct way
to fill in the grid.
Difficulty: * * * # #
O 2007 Philip Riley and Laura Taalman

brainfreezepuzzles.com

Mata'fCtjittlnSpatsMednn;
ftplxiat America Aodam'a* r^Mtfagnwrt

by Jeff Pickering

The Spnts

Ovurjjua: trocar.

'Treatment of'Sad, tied, Mused andJoint fain
'Specializing in Chronic and Difficult Cam
"Incorporating a Variety of therapies oV Teckniquts
'Past, iffectin fain Kesolution
'Coveredby Most Insurance flans

Harrisonburg

„ ., . . „.

735 F. Market St.

(540)442-8588

Staunton

(540)855-3357

'Pheasant Run

>i

TOWNHOMES

Kick Off to Leasing
Open House!!!

Please join us on Saturday,

540-801-0660

September 29tfl lor a delicious

uwvv.plieasantrun.net

l

catered breakfast from J«m - Noon
and snacks until 5pm

4

1 2 8

_ ■

1-877-348-3759

4
1

.521 Pheasant Run Circle
Mondav

Friday I 0 am - 5 ipro

Iftmtio* frwm JMI; ami fto? RepwMk Road* farm left ten Smiih Main Street. Travel left on Rocco Avenue (acroa* from
flick IMver* fX»*V>. FoftW PUMM Raft «♦*■* mm the community. On 111* model h located at 321 PhcaMM Ron Circle

